My school is practicing social distancing to keep me healthy. This means my school is closed to keep me safe.

My school may be online, virtually or remotely.

This means I access my learning on a computer or tablet.

If I don't have a computer or internet, my school may have extra laptops and internet.

My school can also provide worksheets or books.

Remote learning helps me continue learning and stay connected with my teachers and classmates.
Social distance learning is not always easy. Sometimes I might get frustrated or angry. But I can also have fun seeing friends and teachers online and spending extra time with my family.

I can ask my teachers and school for extra help. School staff are available to help my family make sure I am learning. My school may be closed for the rest of the school year, but I am still able to learn at home.

My teacher can teach a lesson online or can send me work so I can practice my skills.

Science

Flower ID
Take photo of one in your yard